GS1 UK Healthcare User Group 12th May 2020

Present
1. Ian Townend NHSX Chair
2. Jo Goulding NHS Digital
3. Andrew Crosbie Medicines & Healthcare Regulatory Agency
4. Bayode Adisa Medicines & Healthcare Regulatory Agency
5. Jan McDonald Medicines & Healthcare Regulatory Agency
6. Andrew Davies NHS England & Improvement
7. Andrew Stevenson British Healthcare Trade Association
8. Andrew Davies Association of British Health Tech Industries
9. Gillian Fox DHL Life Sciences
10. Jackie Pomroy J Pomroy consultancy
11. Judie Finesilver Pharmacy consultant
12. Vicky Green Medtronic
13. Tony Naylor North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Foundation Trust
14. Richard Price University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust
15. Sandie Bunyan Luton & Dunstable University Hospital
16. Scott Pryde Getting It Right First Time Programme
17. Glen Hodgson GS1 UK
18. Claire Clarke GS1 UK

Apologies
1. James Mayne University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS Foundation Trust

Agenda
13.00 Welcome
13.05 Competition Policy
13.10 Introductions
13.25 Update from GIRFT
13.45 Draft Terms of Reference for approval
14.00 Deliverables for the group – to determine work groups
14.30 GS1 UK specification for HSSF lot 1
14.45 Any other business
15.00 Next meeting date and close

Minutes
Item 1 Welcome and competition policy
Ian welcomed all and introductions complete
Claire drew the attention of the meeting to the GS1 Competition policy

Item 2 Apologies for absence
Ian Townend reported that apologies had been received as shown above.

Item 4 Draft Terms of Reference
Reviewed and agreed by the group
**Item 5**

**Deliverables for the Healthcare User Group**

1. To create a GS1 UK compliance specification for the NHS for clinician/ non-clinical system procurement in line with NHSX recommendations
   - **Action** – To review and send comments to Claire Clarke by next Thursday. Plan is to publish document at the end of May 2020

2. To define how GS1 standards contribute to the sustainable NHS
   - **Action** – Requires scoping as to define the ask. Discussion re medicines/ greener / waste/ full life cycle cost of items. Neil Hind / Gill Fox will lead this workstream, Andrew Davies keen to stay close to the medicine’s aspect.
   - **Action** Glen Hodgson to raise at Global Healthcare Leadership team to determine if there is any activity.

3. To create a document to detail how GS1 standards align in the closed medicines administration loop supply and administration and these be championed as best practice.
   - **Interested parties are Judie Finesilver, Richard Price, Tony Naylor, Andrew Davies & Jo Goulding**
   - **Action** – CC to discuss with Ian re letter, call arranged 28th May and follow up with interested parties.

4. Update guidance on traceability of surgical instruments including CJD.
   - **Action** – CC arrange a call with Andrew Stevenson, Vicky Green & Richard Price to review existing guidance document.

5. Wristband compliance – Dummies how to guide?
   - **Action** CC to discuss with GS1 UK standards team

6. GLN’s & LM
   - Discussion re the location topic including the usability of GLN’s in supply chain, Global Locations numbers being used in Falsified Medicines Directive instead of ODS Codes along with the potential to link to geo locations.
   - **Action**– CC to discuss with Ian to scope out this piece and feedback

7. IMS / Product Catalogue
   - Work underway with HCSA regarding Inventory Management guidance pack
   - **Action** – CC to arrange a call with Jackie Pomroy and Vicky Green

8. Published Staff ID Guidance
   - Phil Graham has agreed to join the HUG
   - **Action**– CC to arrange discussion with Phil & Ian

9. Value Proposition of GS1 (List of Use cases that are responsive to the environment)
   - **Action** – all to feed in case studies

**Other Useful Items required**

**Generic business case**

Neil Hind suggested that having a draft business case to cover the People, product & place core enablers would be very useful for trusts looking to submit a case to boards.

- **Action** – Review post Scan4Safety benefits published

**Recallnet**

Andy Crosbie raised the need to improve recall in the healthcare system like what Australia & Canada have. Previously visited and guidance revamped in 2019 but the need to determine financial flow to support this approach.

- **Action** – To create a draft business case and determine if ABHI Members would be interested? Andy Crosbie/ Andrew Davies.
  - CC to discuss with Jason Hale

**Item 6**

**Any Other Business**

Richard Price raised how we bring the Healthcare Advisory Board closer to the HUG and into the adoption groups.

- **Action** – CC to discuss with Richard what else is required to drive adoption into regional groups

**Future meeting dates**

- 4th August 13.00hrs
- 5th Nov TBC